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In Tang Dynasty, the culture of Hesuo is an important issue in the academic 
research.This dissertation researched the traditional cultural nature of 3 military   
governorship in Hesuo with the contradiction theory and the theory of cultural change, 
and indicated that the Confucian culture still dominated the social culture of Hesuo, 
and Hesuo is still one Hans traditional culture area,and thus demonstrated the cultural 
reason why 3-military governorship in Hesuo that keep contact with the central 
government and its political and economic development. This dissertation included 3 
chapters. 
Chapter 1 analyzed the historical traditions of social culture in Hesuo society 
from Xi’han to the former period of Tang dynasty, which can be divided into two part, 
one was the period from Xi’han to Weijin dominated by errantry, the other was the 
one the period from North Dynasty to Sui dynasty by the Confucian-advocate and 
errantry together, and thought that the culture of warrior, errantry and 
Confucian-advocate characterized the Hesuo society together. 
Chapter 2 discussed the social culture in Hesuo in course of the period of 
3-military  governorship, and indicated that there was the custom of warrior and 
errantry in Hesuo, and while it basically characterized the Confucian culture. While, 
the Confucian is a dominating culture in Hesuo area, and restrict the influence of 
errantry value, which make the Hesuo has the character of Hans culture yet and has 
not the separatist in dominating culture. 
Chapter 3 demonstrated the cultural reason why 3-military governorship in 
Hesuo that keep contact with the central government and its political and economic 
development. This paper analyzed the relations among the 3-military  governorships 
and the central government, indicating that 3-military  governorships had many 
characters as Tang’s local governments at one time of being economic separations, 
and that the custom of errantry in 3 military governorships culture importantly 














increasingly and developed steadily, at last got superiority to the central government 
in a certain extent. 
The research on the Hesuo culture not only benefits the knowledge of Hesuo 
culture development, but also benefits the knowledge of political and economical 
appearance’s culture resource. So the research in this article has its value in a sense. 
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①《通典》卷 179《州郡典》，第 4745 页。 
②为便于校对，本文将河朔三镇所辖州县及唐河北道州县附于文后。 
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